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Preschool Special Education Funding Formulas:
Options for State Policymakers

by

Deborah F. Perry

The 1986 Amendments to the Education of the Handicapped Act
(now called the Individuals with Disabilities Edwation Act) required stares
to extend their mandate for a free appropriate public education down to
include children with disabilities, age 3 through 5 years, in order to continue
to qualify for federal funding. While there has been some study of special
education funding formulas in general, not much work has been done to
examine whether states are funding special education services differently
for preschoolers than services for school-age populations. This paper will
provide information regarding different options for distributing funds for
preschool special education programs. This information is intended to be
useful to preschool special education coordinators and others involved in
the administration of preschool programs at the state and local levels.

States have a variety of options as to how to distribute state funds to
local education agencies (LEAs) and intermediate education units (IEUs)
for special education services provided to children with disabilities. The
mechanism a state employs to distribute funds can impact on many aspects
of the delivery of services, including who is served and where they receive
services. Ultimately, the funding formula should be easy to administer,
provide incentives to serve only those students who require special
education services, and encourage the provision of appropriate services in
the least restrictive environment.

This paper will begin with a general discussion of the different types
of state funding formulas to provide a context in which to understand the
funding strategies states are utilizing for preschool special education.
Following this, brief examples of funding formulas currently used by
selected states for preschool programs will be presented. Finally, some
advantages and disadvantages of the different funding strategies will be
discussed.

State Special Education Funding Formulas

Moore, Walker, and Holland (1982) describe funding mechanisms
for special education along two dimensions: the type of method used to
distribute the allocation (e.g., weights, percentages, flat grants), and the
element upon which the allocation is based ( g., students, resources, costs).
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This genesates six types of viable combinations of
formula types 1) Weighted Pupil, (2) Weighted
'ftacher/Classroom Unit, (3) Percents IF of Salaries, (4)
Percemage of Cost (Excess Cost), (5) Fla( Gran Per
Child, and (6) Flat Grant: Teacher/Classroom Unit.
The discussion below is based on Moore, Wa Beer. mid
Holbars camgaria of funding formulas. For purposes
of comparison, famulas me paired in the discussion.
The parenthetical numbers refa back to the list above.

A Weighted Pupil (1) formula distributes
funding on a per child basis, giving a different dollar
amount to different types of student charmsaimics. For
example. under a famula based upon categorical
labeling, a studeM with multtle disabilities could
receive a higher level of fielding than a student who has
mild lemming disalilities. A Per Child Flat Gant (5)
foimula provides the manc per child dollar amamt for
every student served.

In Teacher/Classroom Unit formulas, funding
is determined on the basis of the classroom as a unit,
rather than on the number of individual childsen served.
A Flat Grant Tacharlassroom Unit (6) familia
distributes the mne moms of funding for each
clamtoom formed to save child= wftli disabilities. A
Weighted Thicherrlassroom Unit (2) formula provides
a different mow of funding to Mato tyres ci
classrooms: an example ci this would be a formula
which provides inaeased funding fa a self-comained
classroom for children who we deaf and blind, and a
lema amount for a leSOUICC room that serves students
with mild retaidmion.

Funding formulas which distrilute money
based on a pacentage of expenditures me either excess
cost or percatage of salary formulat ln an Excess
Cost (4) fosmula, the amount of funding piovided is a
parentage of the actual costs of saving a student with
disabilities. One type of excess cost formula
reimburses districes on the baMs of how much more it
costs to educate an individual child with disabilities
than a nondisabled child. Formulas which diseribute
funds on a Percentage of Salary (3) basic pay districts a
portion of the salary of die teacher or otha special
echication personnel. This may take into acamnt pupil-
teacher ratios or minimum salmis within the slate.

NECoTAS collects data annually through a
survey of state preschool spatil edocarmi coordinators
(published in A Profile cf Section 619 Services).
Recently the survey has been expanded to cova a

variety of mn'cal mem inched* personnel, transition,
least ratrictive encirclement, and funding. Questions
related to finding include the mamer in which Mall
preschool biding is efitanimed to local education
agencies (LEAs), sources of funding which staMs draw
upon to sem preschool children with disabilities, and
stale funding mechanisms for this popolaiion.

The 1991 survey of the 50 Mates and the
Distria of Columbia also sought information reseeding
state funding formulas for preschool wecial education
savices. States way asked the following questions:

1. Is there a funding fonnulaimedianism used to
allocate state general ed uatit. funds for
preschool special akcation services which
differs feom that used for scho.:-nge special
education services?

2. Is there a funding fonnulWmechanism used to
allocate state special education funds for
preschool special education services which
differs horn that used for school-age special
echication services?

Thom responding affirmatively to eiiher question were
asked to peovide a descr*tion of the fonnula(s). A
too& of 36 =es reported using different funding
formulas for distriblaing funds for paschool special
education: 15 for general education funds, 15 for
special education funds, and 6 for both. This
information is displayed in Figure 1 on page 3.

Specific examples of the different types of
funding formulas used by states for preschool special
education fire placated below. (NOTE: Examples of
weighted teacherktuarocan unit and parentage of
salaries formulas Welt not available.]

State Examples of Preschool Funding
Mechanisms

ElstrimalLittrEkild

In Kansas, all children age
6 dueugh 21 years are
counted as 1.0 full-time
equivalent (FTE) for state
mead education funds.

while students ages 3 through 5 yams are minted as .5
FIE for state general education aid. Thus. everY

1



Figure 1

STATES WITH DIFFERENT FUNDING FORMULAS FOR ALLOCATING FUNDS FOR PRESCHOOL
SPECIAL EDUCATION THAN FOR SCHOOL-AGE SPECIAL EDUCATION

Different fenny)* for allocating special education funds for preschool spccial eAucation

Ea Different formula for allocating general education funds for preschool .pecial education
Different formula for allocating both general and special education funds for preschool special education

5
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rsachool-age child wait= the same dollar amount,
regardless of disability or placement.

In Utah. the allocation of stateI, special education fields for
preschooless to the LEAs is
detennlied basal on the Mamba
1 count submilted to the federal
government, and a flat grant per
child is distribute& Thia differs
hom the weighted pupil faunae

the state uses to cakulate the allocation for school-age
special edwation services.

ElaLcusaiLitachttiCiatsmamiltill

Montana distillates
special education funds
to an LEA when at least
four students, ages 3
0-ough 3 yeas, with
disabilities have been

identified. This qualifies the LEA for funding for a .3
FIE special education teacher. If the LEA identifies
six preschoolas with (*abilities. it qualifies for a .3
FIE special education teacher and a 3 FrE aide. Ten
or more pieschoolas qualifms the LEA for a 1.0 FIE
special education teacher.

Etisifiethall

In New Mexico, funding is
provided for special education
simians based on levels of
service, which correspond to the
amotmt of time the student
spends in special education. The
levels vary front A through D.
with A representing a less

intensive level of service (e.g., resource room) and D
being a higher percentage of time spent outside the
zegular classroom. PfachoOkiS are funded at the same
level as all D-level chiklien et any age, regandkss of
the type of placement in which they are receiving
service&

1

Washington funds pieschool
special education according to
the same principles it applies to
school-age services. There is,
however, a separate funding

category, "developmentally handicapped." which can

4

be wiled to Ibis age gm*. A preschooler also can be
"commtmicatkm disordered," which gametes a lower
pa child amount. Districts is Washington am submit a
mom* child count, based upon the number of
indivithati educational plans, and an annual avenge
amount per child determined on the basis of categorical
labds.

EttonlistACas

The mauler in which funds fcr
preschool special adoration in
Missouri are distributed was
revised =tab. the new sygan
watt into effect July 1, 1991.
Beginning with school yea 1991-

92. there are separate early chikthood special 4,41Esion
funds availaMe for special education students, ages 3
through 3. State money will flow to the districts based
von approved psogram costs in these categoriez
contracted staff salaries, fringe benefits, facilities.
minsponation, compsehensive system for pencenel
developmem (CSPD), purdase of services, materials
and equipmem, and indirect cos& Costs are assessed
at an intfividual basis for each district Applications
for allocations will be due in January of each year and
will be based an projections of the number of students
to be saved. By May ii each year. districts will
prepam actual budgets, and car amend their child
counts upwards if necessary.

State special education funds
are *d to approved pre-

counties in New York. in
school programs directly by

accosdance with a contract
with the state education
agency (SEA). The rates are

approved by the (SEA). The SEA reimburses the
counties for up to 30% of actual expenditures for
students ages 3 and 4 yeas who are served in these
programs. For school-alp child= (age 3 years and
older), school districts expend and are then reimbursed
by the SEA according to the state aid formula.

Advantages and Disadvantages
of Different Types of Funding Formulas

The manner in which a state distributes
funding to local districts or intermediate units can
impact on many aspects of the provision of special 1
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education services across the state. State-level
administrators may value a formula that is easy to
administer, but should keep in mind the fact that the
formula will influence implementation of policies at the
local level. Several key variables which the formula
may affect include whe receives savices, in what
setting services are yovided, and how students are
classifieti Some genenlizations can be made regarding
the advantages and disadvantages of the different types
of formulas for distributing funds. The discussion
which follows draws on State Special Education
Finance System (O'Reilly, December 1989), produced
for the National Association of State Dile CtOis of
Special Education.

In general, flat graut per pupil formulas are
easy to administer. This is the type of funding formula
by which the Office of Special Ethicatitm Programs
allocates federal preschool dollars in der Pan B. An
unintended consequence of this funding rachanism can
be the overidentification el children with disabilities.
This can result since the district's award is based solely
on the number of children served. Often, however, the
per child award represents only a small ponion of the
total cost of providing special education to the student:
this can serve to countaact the incentive to overidentify
students. Another disadvantage of this type of formula
is that it fails to take into account the indivklual
differences in the costs of educating students with

. differing disabilities in different districts.

Fo:mulas based upon flat grants for teacher/-
classroom units also are very easy to administer.
However, the use of a flat grant for classroom formula
can be problematic for states in which there are a lot of
small or rural school districts, or for low incidence
programs, if students are served in categorical seninga
Rund school districts, for example, could have trouble
finding sufficient numbers of students to qualify for
reimbursement for a teacher. On the other hand, this
type of formula can serve as an incentive to a school
district to achieve a high level of integration in the least
restrictive environment this is true in Montana, since
districts receive only a .5 FIE for every four students
ider ified. Another disadvantage of flat grants for
classrooms is that they do not take into account the
actual cost of educating individual students in districts
with differing focal resources.

Weighted pupil formulas can reimburse dis-
nicts differentially based on the type of disability
students have. However, these formulas often do not

5

take into account different fiscal realities in each
district. The formulas often swe complex and can be
difficult to administer. Misclassification can be
rewarded unintentionally if the weighing system is
based on categories of disability, as can placemeres in
more restrictive environments if these me reimbursed at
a higher rate. These placements often have higher costs
associated with the educational services provided to the
student. Nevertheless, the state should examine how
the finance formula may be impacting on plavement
decisions at the local level. thuler New Mexico's
systan of levels, for instance, the formula provides
reimbursement to the LEA for pieschoolas at the
highest level; thus, the formula may serve as an
incentive for districts to place chi1. solPly based on
their educational needs, and encourage creative
programming in the least restrictive environment.

The cost-based methods of distribution of
funding include percentage of cost (excess cost) and
percentage of salaries formulas. An advantage of a
percentage of cost formula is that it takes into account
the differing costs associated with serving children in
different districts. Costs can be controlled somewhat
by the level of reimbursement the state is willing to
provide. An unintaxled consequence can be the
ovearlassification of auckats, since districts are
reimbursed for a percentage of the actual costs. but
there is much less danger of misclassification since
there is no need to awly labels.

Formulas which are based on percentage of
salarks are much less widely used by states, as are
those derived from weighted teacher/cbssroom units.

; Percentage of salary and weighted teacher/classroom
formulas are often easy to administer and require little
additional record-keeping. However, both types of
formulas can be difficult to implement at a district level
if sufficient numbers of students are not identifkd to
constitute a reimbursable unit. Another disadvantage of
a weighted claszoom formula is that this type of
formula may support placement of students based upon
their disability category, rather than ',kir individual
educational needs. On the other hand, it may result in
more creative placements if a district has difficulty
generating a fundable unit.

When state administrators responsible for
wograms that serve preschookrs with disabilities are
examining options for rbstributing stale funds, they
should consider the overall state funding formula, and
work with the state legislature where necessary to

7
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design a system to finance services that is consistent
with the gate's policies, isiorities, and administrative
needs. Each funding formula has advantages and
disadvantaps. Stge policy makers need to balance
their desire for a formula which is easy to administer
with incentives to local providers to save only those
students who itquile special ethication in the mog
appmpiiate, least restrictive environment.
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